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India is a dynamic, value
conscious market.

Pallavi Singh

Was Head of Marketing, MG Motor, at the time of the
interview. She has since moved to BMW India.
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What’s the most interesting thing you’ve done outside of work in
the last 12 months?
We both enjoy the spirit of motorcycling and the most interesting
thing has been helping (my partner) Abhishek customise and personalise our Iron 883, Harley-Davidson.
Name a brand marketing executive or corporate personality Indian or international - you admire. And tell us what about her/
him is admirable.
I can name fictional characters I take inspiration from, as there
are quite a few real-life heroes and mentioning one may not be
fair. Elizabeth McCord in ‘Madam Secretary’ oozes so much grace
and intelligence. Plus, she really rocks power dressing for women.
Peggy Olson from ‘Mad Men’ is an example of using one’s intelligence and competence to break through the glass ceiling in a maledominated industry.
If your brand were an animal, what would it be - and why?
Phoenix – as it represents transformation and rebirth in its fire. As
a powerful spiritual totem, the phoenix is the ultimate symbol of
strength and renewal.
What was the biggest challenge you and your team faced in the
last 6-12 months - and what did you learn from it?
The biggest challenge - and also, opportunity - has been to create everything from scratch and take the unconventional route of
complete storytelling through digital and content. It’s these conversations that will ultimately lead to commerce in the future. We’re
focusing on innovative ways of collaborating with content publishers. Our brand strategy is to speak to customers directly, rather than
taking the safer and conventional option in the category.
Which outside forces or trends impact consumer behaviour in
your category most? Give an example.
Government schemes regarding fuel prices and the environment
currently play a great role. The auto category is massive inside, but
has many overlapping connections – factors like the environment
and safety impact this sector most. India is a dynamic, value conscious market; the budget, elections and all major or minor sectoral
policies influence decisions.
Marketers across segments have fetishised the millennial. But
hand on heart, which demographic will drive growth for your
brand over the next 12 months?
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For MG India, as MG Hector is a premium car, we see our product
growth coming in from the 30-50 year olds. The brand impact,
however, starts from a 15-year-old and goes up to a 65-year-old.
Times have changed and today, a lot of us, young and old alike, are
contributing to purchase decisions via direct or indirect influence.
We may want to isolate our TGs today, but the influence cannot be
seen like that. We need to focus on not just our customers, but also
on our consumers. We need to be in the timelines and mind space
of a large set of consumers, build relationships with them, and find
common ground beyond the product that the brand may be selling.
Nowadays brands get trolled all too frequently on social media.
As a marketer, have your views on trolling changed in the last
couple of years?
My views on trolling have always been the same – it is unnecessary and potentially harmful to the reputation of the brand. No one
should feed the trolls. In recent years, we have also seen brand on
brand trolling; there are some really cool and nasty examples out
there, but it only works when done in good spirit. The intent should
be to engage. It shouldn’t be malicious. I think brands should be
prepared for trolling today, with a strong crisis management team
in place. Brands should be ready to handle criticism. The implications are huge so brands must think through all aspects before
reacting to or engaging with trolls.
If you could advertise on only one medium for the next 6
months, what would that be - and why?
The primary medium would be digital. Today, marketers need to
look at data – and data should drive rational decisions. However,
digital alone is not what I would suggest or work with. Support
mediums in and around the digital ecosystem are also important
– print, TV or radio. I believe in a combination of rational/datadriven and emotional/culture-driven marketing.
What do agency partners grumble about most, today?
Today, there’s a shift towards fast-paced work. Be it creatives, digital media buying or content input and output, if you don’t do it fast,
you lose it. While agencies have great resources and set ups, there
is still a ‘traditional’ pace at work, especially on the creative front.
There’s a mismatch in pace on the input and output fronts. That’s
why many companies today have started investing in their own inhouse teams for content and creatives. n

